
DESCRIBE NINE LEARNING EXPERIENCES PRESCHOOL

Takenia Goodman July 24, RC II Nine Learning Experiences RC II-1 Science / Sensory - Sand Table Age group Is 4 to
5 years old. Intended Goals -Weight -Properties of matter Materials and processes / teaching strategies -Bucket
-Different in size -Sand -Texture of sand -Smell.

Your Professional Portfolio must include: 1. It also teaches children how to face some real life situations they
might have to face in life. Media panel discussions reinforced in my mind how western media looks at China
only through a critical eye, and how important it is for us to experience China physically to increase the depth
of our understanding about China. Social  Review is when you can look to see if the work that has been set At
a minimum, you must include the following required items. To advance physical and intellectual competence
Functional Areas 4. Preschool is an early childhood program in which children combine learning with playing
in a program run by professionally trained adults. Teachers attend bi-monthly staff meetings, have planning
times, and attend state and local conferences for early childhood education. Pretend play gives children a
visual perception on things in life. The Family Questionnaires cover sheet pg. Online training is not
acceptable. Cognitive: to help children become confident learners by letting them try out their own ideas and
experience success, and by helping them acquire learning skills such as the ability to solve problems, ask
questions, and use words to describe their ideas, observations, and feelings. Professionalism Definitions  First
aid, medication administration, CPR, and child abuse trainings take place annually. As a teacher I would be
able to facilitate the children through out â€¦show more contentâ€¦ While the children are playing with each
other they are working on their cooperation skills, communicate skill, fine motor skills and their gross motor
skills all at once. Is it to follow other success person so we need to learn? It was so hard for me to understand.
Kids learn best kinesthetically- by moving and touching materials that teach them. When necessary, we follow
the guidelines of the State Personnel Department and Social Services on corrective action and discipline. I
thought that English was not important to learn because I had already had language. Emotional: to help
children experience pride and self-confidence, develop independence and self-control, and have a positive
attitude toward life. Staff and providers have specialized training in child development and appropriate
programming.


